
2.5 – ENZYMES 
 

ENZYMES 

  Catalyst = Something that speeds up a reaction  

 

  Enzymes = A biological catalyst  

  Something that speeds up biochemical reactions in the body  

  Most reactions would not happen fast enough at body temperature without enzymes 

  Enzyme names usually end with “ase” 

 

  Substrate = The reactant in a biochemical reaction  

  Product = What is made in a biochemical reaction  

 

  Active site = Part of the enzyme where the substrate binds/attaches  

o Where the reaction happens 

o Perfect shape and charge to fit a specific substrate  

 Like a lock and key 

 

  Denature = When an enzyme permanently stops working 

o Usually because chemical bonds in the enzyme are broken, changing the shape of the active site, 

so the substrate can no longer bind 

  

 

ENZYME CATALYSIS 

 

How enzymes speed up a reaction 

1. Enzymes speed up metabolic reactions in the body  

2. Enzymes have an active site where substrate binds 

o Active site has exact shape and charge for a specific substrate 

o Active site is on the surface of the enzyme 

o Some active sites can fit more than one substrate  

3. Substrates binds to active site  

4. Enzyme puts pressure and weakness bonds in the substrate   OR 

enzymes holds substrates close together in the right orientation 

5. So, enzymes lower the activation energy of the reaction  

6. Product is formed and released from active site  

7. Enzyme is free to catalyze another reactions  

o Can do this repeatedly  

 

  



Factors affecting enzyme reaction  

  Temperature  

1. Increasing the temperature make molecules move faster 

o So, substrate hits active site more often 

o So, enzyme reaction rate increase with higher temperature 

2. Each enzyme has an optimum temperature 

3. Above the optimum temperature, molecules move so fast that bonds begin breaking 

o This changes the shape of the active site 

o Can denature the enzyme 

 

 
  

  Substrate Concentration  

1. Increasing the substrate concentration from 0 will increase the rate of reaction  

o Unused enzymes with free active sites are now being used  

2. Above a certain substrate concentration, increase will not cause an increase in rate of 

reaction anymore  

o Rate of reaction reaches a plateau because every active site is occupied 

o Every enzyme is working at full capacity 

 

 
  

  



  pH = Power of Hydrogen 

1. Every enzyme has an optimum pH 

2. Above and below optimum, rate of reaction decreases  

o Too high or low pH can change bonds in enzyme, changing shape of active site  

o Can denature enzyme 

 

 
  

 

Enzymes in Biotechnology 

 

  Making Lactose free milk:  

1. Lactase is an enzyme that hydrolyzes lactose 

o Lactose is a disaccharide sugar in milk  

o Lactose → Glucose + Galactose 
, 

 
 

2. To make Lactose free milk:  

1) Extract lactase enzyme from yeast 

2) Attach lactase to beads  (immobilisation) 

3) Pour milk over beads 

 

3. Advantages of lactose free milk 

o Lactose intolerant people can drink it 

o Glucose and galactose (GG) are sweeter than lactose so we can use less sugar 

o GG are easier to digest so bacteria can make yoghurt faster 

o GG crystallizes less, so lactose free milk makes smoother ice cream 

 

4. Immobilized enzymes can be used for: 

o Sewage Treatment  

 Making sugar/ sweeteners (example: fructose is often purified this way) 

o Fabric treatment / washing 

 Many detergents include enzymes 

 


